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committee, although it put out a formal
notice last week that this committee will be
re-established. 

India invests in research
hub for biotechnology
The Indian government last week approved
US$7 million to establish a Regional Centre
for Biotechnology Training and Education
— a move intended to strengthen and focus
biotech research and development across
southeast Asia. 

The centre, which has the backing of
UNESCO, underscores India’s desire to
become a global player in the field (see
Nature436,477–498; 2005). It will link
biotech institutions in the region, aid
technology transfer and develop doctoral
programmes and training courses. 
Officials say that once the centre is
established, India will try to generate extra
funds from United Nations agencies and
other international organizations. Although
a final decision has yet to be made, the
centre is likely to be based in New Delhi, and
could begin operating as early as 2006.

Australia reverses student
visa cancellations
A flawed immigration notice has led to some
8,000 foreign students in Australia having
their visas cancelled since 2001. As many as
300 students may have been wrongly detained
and then deported, says the Department of
Immigration and Multicultural and
Indigenous Affairs (DIMIA). 
In June, the Federal Magistrates Court
ruled that the notice was flawed because it
required students who had broken their visa
conditions to report to a specific
immigration office, rather than any DIMIA
office or officer. 
DIMIA announced on 16 September that it
had reversed the visas automatically cancelled
between May 2001 and 16 August 2005 for
which the student did not report to the
department within 28 days. The government
is now trying to contact affected students to
tell them that their visas have been reinstated. 

Correction
The News Feature ‘The nightmare before
funding’ (Nature437,308–311; 2005) gave the
wrong point size for grant applications to the US
National Institutes of Health. Applications must
be written using text at a point size of 11 or more. 

Efforts to conserve King Henry VIII’s wrecked
warship the Mary Rosereceived a boost this
week from an in-depth analysis of the state of
the ship’s timbers.
Pride of the English fleet, the Mary Rosesank in
1545 near Portsmouth, UK. As a result, her
timbers carry mineral encrustations formed over
centuries under water, such as on the gun shield
pictured right. A team led by Magnus Sandström
of Stockholm University, Sweden, has studied the
chemical changes that have taken place in wood
from the hull, which was salvaged in 1982.
The team analysed sulphur compounds that
had accumulated in the wood. Left untreated,

the sulphur could oxidize to form sulphuric acid
and eat away at the timber. The findings should
help conservation strategies to be revised, the
team says (M. Sandström et al. Proc. Natl Acad.
Sci. USAdoi:10.1073/pnas.0504490102; 2005).

Analysis charts course to save ship’s ancient timbers
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